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This article examines the virtue of attempts to local peacebuilding around issues of pasturelands in Afghanistan. It looks at the value of local empirical research that aims to assess local pasture access regimes to inform peacebuilding approaches that build on local custom. Conceptually, it looks at state-society relations in Afghanistan and proposes the idea of expanding the state to literally encompass its localities, by turning local village councils into public service entities with ongoing responsibilities in pasture management and administration. The argument is anchored both in the technicalities of a peacebuilding approach exercised through the development practice in the context of liberal peace, and in a discussion of the nexus between the state and community that heeds local politics and power relations. The process is illustrated through empirical case studies of local peacebuilding in two villages. It is argued that turning marginal spaces into the state itself in an incremental learning-by-doing approach provides a feasible way forwards to start building peace in Afghanistan.
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Introduction – liberal peace, local peacebuilding, and the state

‘Peace’, writes Michael Howard, ‘… is not an order natural to mankind: it is artificial, intricate and highly volatile’.1 Looking at the situation in Afghanistan, the truth in this statement by the British historian becomes quite obvious. In a setting where efforts of building peace are paired with military violence and occupation the deep entanglements of ‘war and peace’ are palpable and felt in the daily lives of a majority among the Afghan population. Global aid institutions as agents of development in Afghanistan protected by the international military have assumed a quite ambiguous role in a process where ‘full-scale armed force has entered the peace-building “tool box” of the 2000s …’; 2 and the US-led intervention in Afghanistan and its aftermath has become a prime example about the liberal peace project ‘as a political philosophy of war’.3 and
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the antinomies of development, security, new wars, late modern warfare, and peacebuilding. However, the question remains what these developments mean for the Afghan people. After all, the Western intervention in Afghanistan lacks behind its promises to improve Afghan lives. On the contrary, there is evidence that livelihoods have even worsened in many rural areas of the country 10 years after the ouster of the Taliban. At the same time, conflicts in Afghanistan have not ceased at all. On a national level, the insurgency has now spread to virtually all parts of the country including the North that before long was perceived as being immune to Taliban infiltration. Even more significantly, the level and intensity of local conflicts in the ‘criminalized peace economy’ of Afghanistan appear to be increasing too, mostly about access to scarce resources particularly land or water, but also about debt, marriage and family disputes.

Against this background, many have argued about the virtue of localised approaches to peacebuilding that in Afghanistan have been implemented only fragmentary and in piecemeal fashion. Also the recent attempts of the US-military to endorse traditional justice and informal dispute resolution systems in support of military and political goals since 2009 reflect the ‘cultural turn’ in counterinsurgency measures and the military shift to local peacebuilding solutions. Such means of ‘weaponizing anthropology’ proliferate in Afghanistan through the so-called ‘Human Terrain System’ representing

5Paula Kantor and Adam Pain, Rethinking Rural Poverty Reduction in Afghanistan (Kabul: Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit, 2011).
8Christian Dennys and Idrees Zaman, Trends in Local Afghan Conflicts (Kabul: Cooperation for Peace and Unity, 2009).
a new counterinsurgency doctrine where military success is ‘measured not by the number of enemies vanquished but by the increase in trust and sympathy among native peoples that would wean them away from the insurgents’ influence’. 13 This is increasingly supported by using ‘money as a weapon system’ and implying a simple logic of friend and foe. 14 However, beyond such military considerations aimed at establishing power and rule there exists no coordinated and coherent approach to address local peacebuilding with a ‘light footprint’ 15 and a long-term perspective that builds ‘civil society, strengthens community capacities to resolve disputes peacefully and develops trust, safety and social cohesion within and between communities while promoting inter-ethnic and inter-group dialogue and cooperation with government agencies’. 16

This article examines the virtue of attempts to local peacebuilding around issues of pasturelands in Afghanistan, whose use is often contested and access prone to volatile and recurring conflict in what has been termed the ‘hidden war in Afghanistan’. 17 Specifically, it looks at the value of local empirical research that aims to assess local practices of pasture use and the shape of pasture access regimes to inform peacebuilding approaches that build on local custom. 18 It thereby recognises the fact that pastures are an essential element for social and economic stabilisation in Afghanistan, and that approaches ‘looking for peace on the pastures’ 19 need to build on local level strategies that link village and pastoral communities to government agencies in order to establish a trustful relation and to increase the reach and effectiveness of local governance.

The argument of this paper is therefore anchored both in the technicalities of a peacebuilding approach exercised through development practice that relies on workable strategies and is therefore necessarily tied to the broader development discourse, as well

14 Marcel M. Baumann and Reinhart Kößler, ‘Von Kundus nach Camelot und zurück: militärische Indienstnahme der “Entwicklung”’, Peripherie 31, nos. 122/123 (2011): 149–77. The impertinent simplicity of military thinking in this respect is probably best illustrated through a revealing statement of an US-Army commander of the ‘Firebase Phoenix’, given in front of a council of elders in the Eastern Province of Kunar and shown in the documentary movie ‘Restrepo’, directed by Tim Hetherington (2010): ‘You, five, ten years from now, the Korengal valley is going to have a road through it that is paved. And you can have more money, make you guys richer, make you guys more powerful! What I need though, is, I need you to join with the government … And I will pour this whole place with money, and with projects, and with healthcare and with everything’ (scene 14.58–15.21).
16 Waldman and Rutting, Peace Offerings, 8.
18 Findings presented here partly build on a project that involved the author of this article. This project was funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Department for International Development located at the Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Livestock (MAIL) in Kabul that was carried out in 2007.
as in a discussion of the nexus between the state and community that recognises the problematic nature of both these terms in the Afghan context. The former point is used here to illustrate the rationales, empirics and actual technical proceedings of peacebuilding from below. The latter point is conceptually important and connects to debates around the ‘anthropology of the state’ and the ‘disaggregated state’ where local institutions of governance are identified as functional for ‘everyday forms of state formation’, albeit in areas that are conventionally defined through the absence of any state control such as in the Afghan periphery. Contrary to seeing such spaces as ‘holes in the state’, local peacebuilding recognises the complex institutional settings that exist on the local level and aims to incorporate those into what may be termed statebuilding from below. Local peacebuilding around pasture areas aims to arrive at ‘state maps of legibility’ that address what James Scott has described as the exclusion of ‘the fund of valuable knowledge embodied in local practices’ in most projects of social and developmental engineering, such as those put forward through the liberal peace project in Afghanistan.

However, viewing the state from its margins and acknowledging that ‘governance exists where the government does not’ is particularly relevant in the context of Afghanistan where issues of local governance have long been ignored in the forceful implementation of a liberal peace relying on heavily engineered and centralised governance institutions and frameworks that were installed as part of the peacebuilding and post-conflict reconstruction process. However, as a ‘radical agenda of social transformation’, the liberal peace project in Afghanistan has all but ignored the needs and interests of those placed at the margins where meanings of governance and the state are negotiated rather differently. In a more radical sense, the article lays out procedures for reinventing the Afghan state from its margins through the promotion of local village councils into formalised state entities by assigning them permanent responsibilities in land records administration. This, it is argued, will in fact address two main agendas of liberal peace builders – bolstering the legitimacy of the state and reinforcing the effectiveness of the state – albeit in a rather different sense that is not envisaged in the guidelines and ideologies of good governance and liberal peace. However, local practices around pasture use are often not separable from certain forms of domination and
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exclusion and characterised by strained intergroup relations. Ways to address those challenges in the creation of a new and shared system of land tenure need strong consideration in order to make local peacebuilding tenable.

The article continues by elaborating on Afghan pasture relations in conflict before analysing a case study combining research and peacebuilding practices that focus on local pasture management in selected areas in the context of Afghan land policy and government land administration. The analysis will focus specifically on the practical issues and challenges of the case study, in terms of lived pasture relations and local power structures and the interrelation between involved actors from Afghan Government, national NGOs, local communities, international aid workers and researchers. It will also provide some insight as to why existing and potentially successful localised strategies around Afghan pastures have been largely ignored by donors and government alike and never been scaled up to address local peacebuilding in a comprehensive way.

**Afghan pasture relations in conflict**

Pasturelands represent a backbone for the livelihoods of a majority among rural households in the country, with an estimated 68 per cent of Afghan households together raising some 30 million major livestock. At the same time, pastures are an increasingly threatened resource in Afghanistan. Somewhere between 45 and 70%, of the country’s land area is used for grazing or for the harvesting of bushes for animal fodder or fuel, but access to certain pastures is, today, heavily contested as the site of most unresolved tenure issues in Afghanistan and often the source of volatile conflict. The truth of this has been repeatedly exemplified by the violent disputes about access to pastures between seasonally migrating Pashtun herders and sedentary Hazara people in Wardak and Bamiyan Provinces, resulting in killings and displacements. This specific conflict has its roots in Afghan history when under the rule of the ‘Iron Amir’ Abdur Rahman Khan (1880–1901) Hazara were violently suppressed and enslaved, and the fertile grasslands of their ancestral homeland distributed and certified among various Pashtun groupings as summer grazing areas. Clashes over land use are not confined to the central highlands but occur in various places fuelled by an overall declining availability of resources. These conflicts are often facilitated through contested forms of legal pluralism when competing written titles for identical patches of land were issued for different groups at different times by different rulers in the wake of war and conflict. Major land grabs by powerful armed strongmen that control access to pastures against payments especially in the north-east add to the problem. There also exist forms of community
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pastures that are practiced through local customary law and are also recognised by formal legislation, although shape and size of these areas remain unknown beyond the local level and undocumented by government. Lack of documentation and legal protection also leads to conflict over the use of pastures, especially in terms of the widespread conversion of fertile grazing land into low-productivity rainfed agriculture.

Under these conditions, pastoral strategies are characterised by flexibility, dynamic coping mechanisms and adaptive properties in a nomadic-sedentary continuum. People are able to move into sedentarisation and renomadisation in response to changing political, economic and climatic conditions in Afghanistan. However, at the same time an exclusionary identity politics persists in conflicts over pasture access that maintains a distinction between pastoralist herder and sedentary farmer.

It appears that many of the problems surrounding pastures appear to result out of missing, unclear or multiple certifications, and the complete absence of pasture user involvement in the development of ways to register rights to pastures in a shared and unanimous manner. The case study analysed below explicitly aimed to address these major shortcomings in pilot-based approaches and involved government, NGOs, international donors and local user communities in a process directed at building peaceful pasture relations through shared systems of land management and administration ‘from the ground up’.

**Premises: peacebuilding as gradual process**

Local peacebuilding on pasture areas is a consultative process involving a variety of actors whose commitment to the process cannot be presupposed. Historically, the well-being of communities often depended on keeping distance to the state perceived as predatory and oppressive, whereas social protection was largely safeguarded through local solidarity groups (*qawm*) at the community level. Also today, state agencies and administrations used to rather extreme forms of top-down polity in the past are often deeply distrustful about the need to involve local communities in governance structures and question their capacities. Accordingly, community-based and bottom-up policies and approaches are often adopted only through intervention of international donors and remain largely unnoticed after their formulation. Likewise, in light of the multiplicity and regularity of conflicts around pastures and their proneness to violence, the
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willingness of different social groups to reconcile their competing interests cannot always be assumed. However, it has been contended that these challenges of reconciliation need to be addressed in locally trialled, practical approaches and in devolutionary and simple ways involving pasture users and public authorities, allowing experience to be gained, lessons to be learned and methodologies to be adapted. This is in line with broader insights on peacebuilding in Afghanistan after a decade of ‘unlearned lessons’, arguing that ‘Peace will have to be built layer upon layer, district by district, and group by group, in the Afghan way rather than through grand conferences’. The practicalities of such localised and incremental approaches to the identification and administration of pasture rights work towards the establishment of new forms of working relationships, aiming to bring practical and tangible benefits to the rural people and entailing new and unwonted roles for the Afghan state.

Rural land administration from the ground

The very basic idea for the facilitation of peacebuilding around pastures in Afghanistan is the drafting of shared pasture-user agreements codifying access rights to clearly defined areas, involving all potential user groups, and recording those agreements both at the village level itself and in appropriate governmental agencies. As such, it aims to integrate local village communities into formal local governance structures by providing them with permanent roles and responsibilities as managers and administrators of defined community pastures. However, community as important keyword in the vocabulary of culture and society translates in development theory and practice into the call for decentralised participation that ‘turns on the purported powers of self-governing communities’. This also evident in the nationwide ‘National Solidarity Programme’ (NSP) through which a majority of Afghan villages have elected so-called Community Development Councils (CDCs) as their representation in an attempt to initiate what is euphemistically called community-driven development. The NSP is widely represented as a big success in Afghanistan’s rural reconstruction in terms of
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developing new decision-making mechanisms at the village level, but has also been frequently questioned in terms of its impacts and proceedings.\(^{47}\) As a government programme directed at creating CDCs as new village decision-making bodies, it nevertheless provides a viable and for practical reasons even mandatory entry point for local peacebuilding activities. This is in spite of the programme changing the principles of village social organisation in a non-customary way and largely ignoring local power relations in the competition over scarce resources,\(^{48}\) which needs addressing in peacebuilding activities centring around CDCs.

More generally, however, community remains a problematic term in itself that seemingly evokes an egalitarian local life without conflict, distrust or resentment. In Afghanistan, use of the rather complex local term ‘\(qawm\)’ helps to bring some depth to what the notion of community may entail in the Afghan context. The term is used to ‘… describe any segment of society bound by solidarity ties, whether it be an extended family, clan, occupational group or village.’ \(^{49}\) As a ‘flexible concept allowing for strategic manipulations of identity’\(^{50}\) and with its ‘porous and flexible boundaries’\(^{51}\) the term \(qawm\) essentially resembles what is meant when talking about local communities as the central nodes for local peacebuilding through their formal integration into structures of local governance. However, although the \(qawm\) as a network and the village as specific territory very frequently correspond, this is not necessarily so and in any particular village there may exist more than one \(qawm\).\(^{52}\)

Given these premises, the rationale behind enabling rural land administration from the ground is to encompass local communities into government by developing them into formally recognised public service agencies at the village level, in order to (i) further acceptance of the state and its authorities at the local level, (ii) to clarify and register pasture rights at the village level as well as in appropriate governmental agencies and make them readily accessible for local user groups, (iii) to develop village communities into the basic land administration body of the country in a staged approach, and therewith to (iv) contribute to the sustainability of the NSP by assigning CDCs with new and permanent roles and responsibilities.

These are large and ambitious goals confronted with many challenges in the context of a contested and conflict-prone political economy of pasture use. Practically, they rest
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on the willingness of government and village communities to cooperate and coordinate, involving as it does rural households, community councils and a number of government institutions at national and subnational levels working together on a contentious subject. In any such arrangement, timely and complete contributions from all these institutions are vital.

The achievement of such objectives is very much dependent on workable methodologies assessing the existing local practices as the basis for peacebuilding activities directed at community management of land records in a network of diverse actors and agencies. The concrete procedures and activities are illustrated by focusing on the examples of pastures belonging to particular villages in the Northern Provinces of Takhar and Kunduz.

**Ethnographies of peacebuilding: actors and agents**

The case study on community-based approaches to land administration involved four major groups of actors – local village and pastoral communities, the Afghan Government and its land-related departments, an Afghan NGO and international donors. Performances of these groups vary and included ritualistic components such as holding workshops bringing all groups together and report writing to document findings, proceedings and progress. When rituals in an abbreviated sense are seen as ‘embodying the essence of culture’ then holding regular workshops and conferences or writing reports to demonstrate impact form essential part of the culture of good governance. However, rather novel approaches for the Afghan context included the incorporation of social research to examine social practices around pasture use and a general fieldwork-based approach that aimed to bring the different groups together not only in the ritual space of a workshop but also on the ground. This has been perceived as a critical step in light of the ambitious goals put forward, which is however complicated by the bureaucracy and prevailing top-down organisation of involved governmental agencies and the multiplicity of formal responsibilities around land issues. Consolidation of responsibilities has been partly addressed by the establishment of the ‘Afghanistan Land Authority’ in 2010, connected to the MAIL and working as the successor of the Amlak, i.e. the ‘General Directorate of Land Management’. This new office is however largely concerned with attracting agricultural investment through the lease of government land, and it remains to be seen if planned land inventories through the proposed establishment of ‘Land Information Management Systems’ will be transparent and recognise the rights of local user groups to pasturelands. Surveying and recording has been traditionally the domain of the Cadastral Survey Department, formally connected to the Afghan Geodesy and Cartography Head Office, and activities around land improvements rest with the General Directorate of Natural Resource Management as a department of MAIL, and specifically with its Forest and Rangeland Directorate. This multiplicity alone represents problems of sharing and coordination and required cross-cutting official hierarchies and ensuring the support of ministers, directors and department-heads and the allocation of field staff from relevant offices, both at central and province level. Such facilitation of support was the task of the project team working as representatives of the donor agencies and consisting of local and expat members, and went along with making the project rationale viable in higher echelons of government.
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and actually preparing local ground-level government staff from the provincial cadastral survey office, the Amlak, and Rangeland Directorate for cooperation in the field with local village communities as equal partners. These activities correspond to the proposed shift in the role of government, from direct involvement in pasture management to one which features supporting, facilitating and coordinating roles. Implicit in this is the expectation that local pasture users will assume greater measures of pro-activity and commitment in organising and implementing improvement of rangelands.

However, clarification was needed as to the presence of different qawm or tribal groups in a village territory and their modes of cooperation, as well of institutional and operating relationships between established shuras (council of elders) embodying the customary way of community representation in Afghan villages, and the now formalised and non-customary CDCs elected through the NSP-process. The CDC by-law, in clause 33, allows for the elected CDCs to assume responsibility for things like land records administration, although it does not mention that responsibility specifically. There also is a temptation to assume that the CDC and the shura can be regarded as one and the same, and in some villages that situation may be effectively the case. In others, the shura and CDC appear to exist, side by side, but in some respects with separate agendas and different groups of people involved. The issue at stake here is the achievement of a proper and viable integration at the village level, which covers both the clarification of village institutional responsibilities and the gaining of experience by CDC representatives of knowledge and experience in land records administration.

Facilitation of the entire process involved an Afghan NGO with experience in community mobilisation. As brokers between government with lack of experience in community development and CDCs that need to develop new skills and capacities for pasture land management and administration, the mediating role of NGOs has been important. Now, involvement of foreign and local experts and NGOs perceived as representing civil society is part and parcel of the liberal peace project, and the role of NGOs in the peace and development process in Afghanistan is highly ambiguous. In the current project, the term community mobilisation needs to be seen in a literal sense, which may become obvious when comparing it with the experiences in the nationwide NSP-process. There, local and international NGOs where termed so-called ‘facilitating partners’ who in the process were quite literally substituting the government and whose mobilising role essentially was reduced to organising elections of the CDCs and support the implementation of largely infrastructure projects. In contrast, local peacebuilding on pastures needs NGOs to mobilise community councils in becoming the state. The major roles of NGOs are as a mediator between village communities and government agencies and as a supporter that helps CDCs to develop into formalised government entities. Mobilisation means here facilitating a rather radical transformation process of filling the ‘holes in the state’.

The interplay between these four groups of actors in the field was characterised by cooperation and consent, but also diversity. Generally, local pasture users across ethnicities and areas highly appreciated the ideas put forward by the project team, and so did local government staff across departments, many of which worked together with their colleagues from other land-related departments for the first time. Furthermore, all

involved government staff admitted to seek community advice and cooperation for the first time in their working lives. As such, actual fieldwork in pilot villages as laid out in the following section was carried out rather smoothly, with village representatives actively encouraging government and NGO staff to cooperate and share experiences. The project team largely remained in a remote monitoring role during this process and in parallel continued working on some more problematic aspects, especially seeking the consent and understanding of central government actors in Kabul as well as working out the manifold legal ramifications of the novel project ideas of active devolution of powers and responsibilities.56

On the whole, bringing the different actors together has proven to provide workable solutions and demonstrated the principal feasibility of local level peacebuilding on pasture areas. In the process, an important distinction between ‘legitimate’ and ‘valid’ holders of rights to land had been encouraged. People may hold rights to land based on valid documents produced according to legal rules whereby people acquire rights to land, or decrees of sovereigns in the past. People also may hold rights to land based on the community views as to the legitimacy of these rights according to local customs and beliefs. Formally, valid rights may be supported by community customs, and customary rights may be supported by formal documents. The emphasis in consultations with both mobile and settled communities is on reaching consensus among community stakeholders as to whom they accept as the legitimate holders of rights to pasture lands, subsequently verified by regional consultations with governmental stakeholders about the lands concerned. This approach highlights the notion of shared agreements about rights to pastures, which are at the heart of the entire process and shall present communities with new and shared documentation of their user rights to be registered both with themselves and with government agencies.

**Peacebuilding procedures: encounters**

Community consultation for reaching agreements about legitimate users of pasturelands has been tested by implementing a straightforward, simple and localised approach in the field. Obviously, the first step is to ask for local cooperation by approaching the village council. This first encounter involved a cadastral surveyor, a staff member of the local rangeland directorate, and an experienced community mobiliser working in a mediating role and explaining the project rationale and proceedings. Here, the notion of shared agreements as new and formalised documentation about user rights is already introduced, aimed at replacing and superseding all prior documentation that may have been acquired under different legal systems in the past. This corresponds with the high value that is laid on written certification in Afghan society, where the acquisition of tangible proof through official papers and their registration in appropriate offices is perceived as a major means to ensure tenure security. This has been made evident during community consultations and is also exemplified by current social and spatial practices, e.g. in the example of Pashtun mobile pastoral groups from Kunduz who have obtained title documents to pasturelands in Badakhshan issued by the Afghan King in 1951. These documents, albeit unregistered, contain detailed boundary descriptions of certain high mountain pasture areas for their exclusive use, and people carry this document
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with them ever since although today the ancestral summer pastures are now under the control of powerful Tajik commanders and access is only possible via large cash payments.\textsuperscript{57} At the same time, the shape of such documents serves as an example for the drafting of shared agreements which need contain specification of the pastures in question. As such, the second and crucial practical step is the delineation of pasture boundaries that belong to a certain village community. In the case-study project, the delineation of boundaries has been done physically on satellite imagery containing the areas as well as in a description of the boundary in writing. While the virtue of using sophisticated technology required to obtain, print and digitally store satellite data is debatable, the unanimous and detailed description of boundaries is a necessity and has been used and also tested successfully in a comparable project.\textsuperscript{58} Delineating boundaries involves substantial fieldwork and extended boundary walks, and enables government actors, social researchers and facilitating staff from NGOs to learn about and appreciate the established social practices and customary principles around pasture use and access regulations. These tend to be diverse and are briefly illustrated for two village settings in Takhar and Kunduz provinces, respectively. Fieldwork in these selected villages was carried out by the author and the project team as integral part of the peacebuilding approach. Findings are complemented through information gained in two subsequent individual periods of field research in the same villages carried out in 2008 and 2009.

\textbf{Practices: pasture boundaries and rules of access}

Peacebuilding on pasture areas starts from officially registering what is practiced social custom. The user rights to community pastures in the case-study village located in the Ishkamesh district of Takhar province are exercised by villagers and controlled by the community council (CDC as elected through the NSP process) that consists of all important customary institutions at the village level, i.e. the mullah as religious authority, the \textit{arbab} as village chief, teachers, respected elders and former commanders that have gained reputation during the \textit{jihad} against Russian occupation and the Taliban advance to the North during the 1990s. As such, the non-customary CDC and the customary village council (\textit{shura}) bear quite a resemblance and in the case of this particular village the one has been replaced with the other without bigger changes. In social practice, the pasture access regime controlled by this body works in a rather sophisticated way. Clear and unanimous boundaries of certain pockets of pasturelands are established belonging to specific and extended family related groups that practice animal husbandry and together make up the village community, entirely consisting of people that position themselves as Tajik belonging to the \textit{qawm} of \textit{gudri}. Oral history of the founding period of the village tells that nine original dwellers and their families

\textsuperscript{57}Cf. Schütte, ‘Pastoralism, Power and Politics’. The issuing of pasture titles is an example of Pashtuns being favoured through state policies during the rule of the Afghan Kings. This is also evident in the making of the Kunduz oasis during the 1930s, where Pashtun settlers were given preference in land distribution and infrastructure, e.g. vis-à-vis irrigation canals, cf. Thomas. Barfield, ‘The Impact of Pashtun Immigration on Nomadic Pastoralism in Northeastern Afghanistan’, in \textit{Ethnic Processes and Intergroup Relations in Contemporary Afghanistan}, ed. Jon Anderson and R.F. Strand (New York: The Afghanistan Council of the Asia Society, Occasional Paper No. 15, 1978), 26–34.

\textsuperscript{58}Cf. Alden Wily, \textit{Recommended Strategy for Conflict Resolution of Competing High Pasture Claims}. 
established residence in the area and divided the proximate pasture areas amongst themselves. Those family groups that possessed larger amounts of livestock established access to multiple bounded pasture areas, which in some cases and over time were subdivided to accommodate extended progeny. Today, these pasture areas are still referred to with the name of a common ancestor. The boundaries of these pasture pockets have been established and unanimously agreed upon inside the village but also with neighbouring village groups who exercise similar systems for different pastures. Exclusivity of access rights refers to the fertile spring season from March to May, when after sufficient rains grass is abundant. During the rest of the year, when pasture resources are limited everybody is free to use all village pastures. In addition to these specific pastures, there are two separate areas referred to as *qawmi*, i.e. pastures that can be used by all villagers all year round and that are located in the immediate and more easily accessible surroundings of the village (cf. Figure 1).

These practices have been recorded by the field teams in consultation with villagers and certified through the drafting of community agreements that carry the signature or thumb print of all potential users as well as village representatives and third party witnesses to the process. The agreement forms specify who has what rights for what uses to what rangeland parcels for what times of the year. In practice, this means that consultations with neighbouring communities as well as mobile pastoral groups are necessary to arrive at a document that records *shared* agreements. In the study village, this happened through involvement of groups from neighbouring villages with adjacent pasture areas and the local *gujar* population who as recent arrivals in the area are refrained from exercising rights of direct access to pastures but work as paid shepherds and livestock breeders for individual village households and in the process are allowed to graze their own animals on community pasturage.

Local power structures become palpable here as *gujar* were viewed with suspicion by established groups right from the beginning. As latecomers in an already populated area, territorial competition led to their marginalized and precarious social and economic position in the social setup of Ishkamesh, a fact which was further compounded through their role as mercenaries for the Taliban during their advance to the North in the 1990s. Social stratification is however also prevalent among *gudri* themselves as a majority of the village population does not possess any significant livestock. However, access of households with smaller numbers is made possible on those parcels designated as *qawmi*. As such, safe pasture access is safeguarded for those with larger livestock properties through shared customary arrangements.

Similarly, access to pastures in the Kunduz oasis (Figure 2) has been recorded on shared community agreements in the residential village of two Pashtun pastoralist groups (*Baluch, Achekzai*), where the notion of *qawmi* is sometimes used as synonymous for the tribal group (*khel*). The village is an example where territory and tribal networks overlap and the local CDC is made up of both resident social groups. Also here, village notables and elders are represented in the council, but also younger and eloquent persons that had to struggle for their position vis-à-vis the customary power holders but have achieved status because of their learnedness. The village itself is located at the heart of the anti-Western insurgency in the volatile Chahar District and

Figure 1. The local resource system of the study village showing the location of its rainfed landholdings and the areas of community pasturage that were mapped together with villagers. The names of clan chiefs refer to the holders of access rights to defined pasture areas over a certain time period. Note that the boundaries of the eastern parcels of pastureland belonging to the village have not been defined exactly, as illustrated through the dotted line.
was prone to Taliban infiltration. Consequently, the German military sought to establish a village defence organisation as counterinsurgency strategy, but people politely declined to act as agents for the international mission. Peacebuilding strategies in terms of pasture use were nevertheless successfully trialled in the area.

In terms of using pasturage, social custom is based on a clear definition of space and territory that is built on tribal affiliation. Certain pockets of pastureland are subdivided through a customary concept referred to in Pashto as *mena*. Literally meaning tent or locale, the term refers to a clearly defined geographic area of pastureland for which the exclusive user rights rest with a specific clan of herdsmen. The shape of *mena* and the location of their boundaries are orally transferred from generation to generation, with the size of each area originally determined by the size of an individual household or clan’s herd. However, in the view of Pashtun pastoralists, a *mena* represents not only a specified area, but also a system of rights. People do not claim ownership of the land in question, although the long duration of usage, stretching over many generations, does resemble something like it. Importantly, the shapes and boundaries of

Figure 2. Location of the study village in the Kunduz oasis and the nearby autumn and spring community pastures of Irganak.
these areas have been collectively agreed upon by all pasture user groups residing in the extensive Kunduz oasis and recorded on community agreements signed by all parties. A large meeting of elders from all pastoral groups was summoned by Baluch and Achekzai in order to reach unanimous agreement on the location of boundaries demarcating the respective areas used by each tribal group and documenting rights of access. In doing so, the user communities established clear pasture territories that belong to certain social groups (Figure 2). It is, in fact, the tribal group that claims the right of use to a specific parcel to be subdivided into individual mena, illustrating the modes of social organisation prevalent among pastoral groups in Afghanistan.

The example illustrates how customary agreements have created distinct territories and shared rights to pasture areas that are clearly bounded. Prior to their fieldwork, involved government staff had no idea about such practices around localised ‘politics of space’, but the unfamiliar experience of actually working together with pasture users had been appreciated by what have been in fact lower level officials working in provincial offices but with little outreach to their central departments in Kabul. The examples quite clearly show that the ‘national order of things’ is diverse and made up of contested spaces at the margins of the state. The western imagination about building the Afghan state from the top down to eventually encompass everything, with ‘no more externality, nowhere to escape surveillance and mapped out space’, is rather illusive. Quite to the contrary, the examples illustrate that peacebuilding is to be seen as essentially local, starting from the margins of the state and not from ideologies of liberal peace implying ‘that some degree of top-down imposition of neoliberal norms and institutions is warranted, because doing so represents international standards and the accumulated ‘scientific’ knowledge and best practices of the (Western-dominated) international community. However, the limited connections of the centre with its margins presented problems at later project stages when policy and legal implications became relevant, but during fieldwork the approach had proved to provide workable methodologies and quite successfully brought together low-level actors from government, village and pastoral communities and NGOs.

**Devotions: archiving pasture agreements and planning improvements**

The signed agreements and the delineated images or detailed boundary descriptions have been subsequently displayed in a prominent place in the village in order to give community members the opportunity to take due notice and to contest its contents where there are errors, so that possibly a renegotiation of boundaries, the number of its rightful users or any notice of other concerns with the agreements can take place. A representative of the rangeland directorate also examines the agreements and provides official consent. If there appears to exist some problem with the formulation of the agreements, the pasture specialist will present a memo to the village council describing the problem and how to resolve it. This step is important in view of needed government involvement after having accomplished fieldwork and for addressing issues of
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pasture improvements that are envisaged to become the joined responsibility of government and communities. The same holds for the archiving of the agreements, where multiple copies have to be stored at multiple locations. Most importantly, the establishment of a village-based land office run by selected and remunerated community members under the supervision of the community council presents the novel idea that shall improve structures of local governance in Afghanistan and cooperation with government agencies. Here, the basic body of rural land administration is to be located at the village level and connects to the governmental rangeland directorate, the cadastral survey and the Afghan land authority as holders of further copies of the fieldwork-based agreements.

Recording and registering consensual pasture rights for certain groups of people to clearly defined areas starting at the village level presents a new way of formalising access rights. This shall help to prevent and solve conflicts between different user groups and better connect Afghan villages to the government by turning community councils into official governance bodies with ongoing responsibilities as administrators and mangers of their own land. Subsequently, when access and user rights are defined and agreed upon between mobile and settled communities and the government, responsibilities for pasture improvements can be defined and people made accountable. Given that overuse and ecological degradation of many pasture areas in Afghanistan presents critical problems, ways to think about improvements connects local peacebuilding with resource management practices.

The project envisaged the preparation of pasture improvement plans following a simple step-by-step procedure conducted separately for each parcel of pasture land, by the legitimate users of that land, and facilitated by locally based field services technical staff to be established at the rangeland directorate. Here, the formal connection to the policy and strategy for forestry and range management can be established, which states that communities will gain the capacities to plan and implement natural resource management practices themselves, of their own volition, as rapidly as possible, and with the minimum of help from outside. This principle needs to be adopted from the outset and turns the function of government into a facilitating and advisory role. Simple remedial measures which may be taken by communities to improve the pasture and its productivity depend on the present state of a given pasture area and may e.g. include reducing of animal stocking rates, introduction of rotational grazing practices, planting of shrubs in selected areas, banning of other land uses, and controlling conversion into rainfed cultivation.

Expanding the state? Local governance and peacebuilding

The above discussion in its essence boils down to the central theme of the relations of the Afghan state to its rural periphery, and in terms of local peacebuilding a way is proposed that seeks to formally bind rural village communities into structures of the state by empowering them into agents of local governance. This has to be seen against the background of the ‘insubstantial state’ in Afghanistan, and the fact that historically ‘… the state exists outside and apart from civil society… everything to do with administration is isolated from village life, and as far as possible is ignored by the community … [a] fundamental state of alienation…separates the two’. The wide separation between
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state and rural society throughout Afghan history and the shape of state-society
interrelations that occur under such conditions has been subject to many scholarly
deliberations

It was attempted to resolve the resulting impasse by introduction of the NSP, the biggest development programme that was
introduced in Afghanistan after 2001. Formally, a government project run by the
MMRD, it was carried out by NGOs organising elections of CDCs who received block
grants for their communities to implement mostly infrastructure projects. The problem
was that the elected village councils – often literally resembling organisations of the
qawm – were not endowed with any permanent responsibilities that would make their
existence a lasting experience. The idea to endow communities with the task of managing
their own pasturelands would address this problem and help to bind the state and
village society together around shared roles and responsibilities in land administration.
Such empowerment of village institutions in a process of organised devolution around
land issues would correspond to an expansion of the state to encompass the local level
that reflects experiences of including local communities into state-building procedures
made in other countries and addresses the failures of past interventions to reform
local government in Afghanistan. It would further aim to rectify Afghanistan’s contentious
relationship with its most marginal regions and their long history of rejecting
government control.

However, while certain questions with their attendant technicalities of dividing
responsibilities around land management practices, archiving of shared agreements,
delineation of pasture boundaries, raising of revenues, and the roles of NGOs as
mediators and facilitators remain to be addressed and streamlined when contemplating
a scaling up of local level peacebuilding around pastures, there still exist three major
preceding issues in need of resolve. These refer to the problem of solving local conflicts between mobile and sedentary populations as well as land grabs by armed power
holders, the willingness of the Afghan Government to engage in serious devolution of
power that treats local institutions as equal partners, and the seemingly dubious inclination of international donors to finance surrounding activities. In conclusion, these rather profound questions can be addressed when further reflecting upon the experiences made
in the pilot-based approaches.

The rationale for local peacebuilding is built on a staged approach, where scaling up
such projects has to work gradually, district by district, in a learning by doing approach
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that includes all pasture land parcels around all villages in previously selected target districts. Practically, this means starting in those areas of the country where conflicts are rarer, where further experiences in government-community cooperation can be gained, and where those experiences can be expected to spill over and create demand among further communities for participation in such local peacebuilding that also aims at enhancing credibility and accountability of the Afghan Government. Likewise, the facilitation of shared agreements around contested areas such as on the summer pastures in the central highlands or the northeastern high mountain pastures of Afghanistan may not always be straightforward. While there is a strong element of conflict resolution built into the process, the likelihood of cases where no agreements can be reached between contesting parties may be high in certain areas. However, the hypothesis is that these cases can be resolved peacefully through negotiation, but where this is not possible the issue will have to be put on hold and the revolutionary process moved on to the next pasture area. It is the task of researchers to shed light on these contested spaces that need inclusion at a later stage. Even more complicated might be the problem of the huge areas of pasturelands grabbed by armed power holders that exercise control over access such as is the case in the summer pastures of Badakhshan.71 This process was supported through the redrawing of district borders and the formation of new districts in Badakhshan by the central government, in order to accommodate the interests of local strongmen and military leaders allying with Karzai and to (re)establish a self-serving patrimonial system in Badakhshan, where official positions such as district governors became an attractive resource to be exploited.72 The case of land-grabbing is an important example of how Government institutions have been supplanted through power sharing deals by abusive stakeholders, who exert control through violence, patronage and corruption, often enjoying external backing.73 In those areas, reaching community agreements may be factually impossible or they would have no immediate value as mobile pastoralists and sedentary farmers are both subdued by armed strongmen and access either granted against payment or strictly prohibited.74 Agreements are further complicated by changes in land tenure systems and the multiplicity of actors,75 but recent evidence of consensual conflict resolution between Pashtun pastoralists and Shugni residential farmers on the Shewa plateau in Badakhshan illustrates the potential of facilitating shared agreement between communities.76
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The problem of land-grabbing is but one exemplification of a weak government at the centre that nevertheless holds on to ‘excessive centralisation’ with a lack of clarity about the role of different subnational institutions in this centralised context.77 Still, the critical role of government in local peacebuilding cannot be overestimated. At the same time, it represents a stumbling block to the process as the required unconditioned commitment to devolution of power in a government fixed on central decision-making is highly questionable. The basic problem here is also a legal one, as the Afghan Government will not back away from the notion that all pastures belong to the state as epitomised in the Pasture Law of 1970 and the revised Land Management Law of 2000.78 This is in spite of all rhetoric about community-based approaches formally agreed upon in the National Land Policy of Afghanistan that has been approved by cabinet already in 2007 and that contains some rather progressive elements for the Afghan contexts.79 However, it is indicative that in the eight years of its existence, the land policy was never formally acted upon or translated into practical projects, neither from donor nor government sides. Apart from the fact that the productive management of state land through state organisations was never met in a comprehensive way and such state management as did exist broke down completely during years of conflict there exists a barrier that centres on the notion of pasture ownership. State agencies seemingly cannot comprehend passing rights on to communities that resemble something like ownership of what legally is supposed to belong to the state. For communities striving for security of tenure this is not a question, but after having reviewed the agreement forms, the then-Minister of Agriculture felt compelled to introduce a disclaimer, stating that government may take that land, with the agreement of the local community, to ‘establish large agricultural farms, livestock and industrial parks, roads and other infrastructure for the welfare and promotion of the living standard of the people’. This disclaimer might be read with some truth as reverting ‘…to the convention that the State is the only safe guardian of degradable resources, and especially those which are contested’80 and in essence may foil the basic idea of local peacebuilding on pasture areas. The simple fact remains, however, that all trialled pilot projects that focus on local level peacebuilding on Afghan pastures and that advertise devolution of power and formal inclusion of communities into the state-building process have never been followed up upon, in spite of entire proposals inclusive of budgeting have been presented to the government. The schism, it seems, between Afghan Government and its people has not yet been transcended, and donor politics often defined by short-term agendas are not helping either.81 Further, there exists competition for funding and a clear lack of cooperation between different ministries. For instance, the entire NSP-process organised through the MRRD is viewed with some suspicion by higher representatives of the

Ministry of Agriculture which makes it more difficult to gain acceptance there for empowering CDCs into bona fide land administration bodies.

Conclusions – reading liberal peace differently

What seems clear is the need for a structural approach to local peacebuilding, seeking to formally include village and mobile communities into decision-making and land management and administration practices. The NSP programme provided an avenue for this but the chance of moving CDCs into new and permanent roles was not taken up. The ‘Independent Directorate for Local Governance’ established in 2007 as a new government body seeking ways to address the over-centralisation of the Afghan state seeks to establish and strengthen government institutions at the subnational levels but does not envisage to establish CDCs as permanent land bodies for the sake of still being in the process of seeking ways to ‘define their roles and responsibilities’. The governmental bodies and agencies are there and filled with expat consultants but curiously do not tend to address local peacebuilding in a comprehensive and structured way. Likewise, the policy foundations to engage in devolutionary practices have been established but donor funding necessary to lastingly empower the local level by assigning permanent tasks to CDCs is seriously lacking. It seems wondrous that in spite of tested approaches in various areas of the country the issue of starting peacebuilding from the ground up is not attractive to large donor agencies.

Meanwhile, the terrain has been captured by the military and their new bottom-up counterinsurgency measures based on Village Stability Operations with attendant ‘clear-build-hold’ strategies and the establishment of village defence organisations. These are often transitioned into the highly controversial Afghan Local Police further contributing to the proliferation of armed groups in the country. Local governance is used as for political and military control from a distance with the Afghan population seen as malleable and calculating masses that are subject to manipulation through counterinsurgents if sufficient ethnographic knowledge is available provided by embedded anthropologists. The whole doctrine of counterinsurgency as ‘armed social work’ is generously funded through the Commander’s Emergency Response Program that between 2004 and 2011 has disbursed of more than 1, 5 billion US$ in Afghanistan.
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In stark contrast, local peacebuilding around the Afghan pastures as a non-linear approach remains only marginally funded when seeking to find inclusive and localised strategies that bring local and administrative knowledge to the interface of pasture development and management in Afghanistan and that builds on the fact that customary modes of governance continue to function despite the introduction of new technocratic modes. Building peace around pastures would introduce a new political technology governing Afghan pasture relations that rest both on structures of customary governance and new technocratic projects such as the CDCs.

The fact that the potential of formally including village institutions into local government and administration as a peacebuilding measure still remains untapped might have to do with the more radical empowerment of village councils implicit in local peacebuilding procedures. Bolstering legitimacy and reinforcing effectiveness of the state actually means turning its margins exemplified through local CDCs into actual and formally recognised government entities in a process of bottom-up statebuilding. In doing so, promotion of non-inclusive institutions that e.g. exclude women and may lead to the reproduction of local power structures and social inequalities may provide workable, peaceful solutions outside the framework of good governance. The development buzzword of ‘local ownership’ assumes a quite different sense here too. Rather than being a term that ‘representatives of a given society should be encouraged to voluntarily choose to adopt the neoliberal norms and institutions that the international community has designed for them’, and that ‘no one really expects it to be meaningfully pursued’, local ownership in building peace on the pastures is to be understood in a literal and practical way. CDCs as land administration bodies may provide a way forward. They are able speak in the jargon of development by proving impact and accountability through land records maintenance in partnership with other governmental entities, and in the pilots have already proven their ability to manage the rituals of good governance (i.e. reporting, workshops). The need to further devise checks and balances for the drafting of shared pasture agreements aimed at minimising the impact of local power relations and abuse of authority is however evident. In this respect, separation of powers in the peacebuilding process can be achieved e.g. through the controlling function of the CDCs that often comprise customary institutions that are able to constrain one another, paired with the assignment of villagers to run the village-based land office in specific capacities on a day-to-day basis. Again, these problematic issues arising out of unequal power relations and the growing salience of ethnicity in the political landscape of Afghanistan speak for the virtue of an incremental approach that starts in less complicated areas and moves forward based on learning-by-doing and remains open to change in the face of local challenges and power structures.

The examples provided here are illustrative of two things. First, they show that thinking about peacebuilding from the margins of the state provides a feasible way forward. Looking at the messed up situation in Afghanistan today that quite clearly exemplifies the failure of the liberal peace model, one could argue that such localised
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approaches to fill the holes in the state represent in fact the only way to move forward, in spite of the male-dominated and non-inclusive institutions that are at the core of the project. Second, they show the need to accompany the process by peacebuilding research aimed at learning and understanding about local situations and showing that the margins of the Afghan state are in itself diverse and complex. Good research however takes the time needed to arrive at such understandings, to examine the actors involved and social practices that prevail on the pastures of Afghanistan, and to make those practices the central feature of a new and radically decentralised system of land administration. Incrementally connecting the local level to the state means reading liberal peace differently. Not as a specific form of liberal governmental power enmeshing NGOs, governments, military establishments, private security companies and business sectors, but as a radical devolution of power supported by donors and NGOs that turns contested marginal spaces into the state itself.
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